Hypothesis

1. It is hypothesized that the coastal college men may be better in physical variables than hilly and plateau college men in physical variable namely agility, power and arm strength.

2. It is be hypothesized that the plateau college men may be better in Physical and anthropometric variables than the hilly and coastal college men.

3. It is hypothesized that the coastal and plateau college men may be heighten then hilly college men.

4. It is hypothesized that the hilly college men may be strengthen then plateau and coastal college men.

5. It is hypothesized that the coastal college plateau college men may be arm length more than plateau and hilly college men.

6. It is hypothesized that the coastal college men arm length may be better then hilly and Plateau college men.

7. It is hypothesized that the hilly college men weight may be better then coastal and Plateau college men.